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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0152530A1] 1. Ground mounting device for poles (45) projecting away from the ground (31) comprising a base member (11) or
anchorage member anchorable in the ground (31), the base member having, at the bottom, a base wall (13) securable relative to the ground (31)
by a central anchoring or connection screw (12) and rotable about a first axis of rotation (33) standing approximately perpendicular to the ground
(31), above this a side wall (13) extending around it and, at the top, an access opening (15) surrounded by a circular support surface (18) extending
obliquely to the base wall (13) and of such a size that the anchoring screw (12) is introducable and accessible through the access opening (15),
and comprising a pole support member (16) which has, at the top, a connection region (21) for the pole (45), beneath this a side wall (20) extending
around it and, at the bottom, a mounting wall (23) having a circular support surface (19) complementary to the contact surface (18), wherein, to
enable rotation about a second axis of rotation (24) extending perpendicular to the contact or support surface (18, 19, respectively) the mounting
wall is provided with a central bore (22) for the through guidance of a threaded bolt (27) which fixedly connects the mounting wall (23) with the base
member (11), produces a fixed axially clamped connection between the contact surface (18) and the support surface (19) and stands perpendicular
to the contact surface (18) or the support surface (19), with the threaded bolt (27) being clamped against the base wall (23) and being accessible
through the entrance opening (36) in the upper region of the pole support member (16), characterised in that a rotationally symmetrical axial plug
connection (25, 26) concentric to the second axis of rotation (24) is provided radially outside of the access opening (15) between the base wall (13)
and the mounting wall (23) ; and in that the central threaded bolt (27) is secured to the base member (11) in the region of the circumference of the
access opening (15), however still radially within the plug connection (25, 26), through a threaded connection (37, 37', 37") which is accessible and
actuable from above when the pole support member (16) is removed.
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